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Figure 1. Location of Yukon Crossing survey area, interior Alaska (inset). Yukon Crossing survey 
area (center), nearby and adjacent DGGS and USGS electromagnetic and magnetic surveys, major 
highways and roads, major rivers, and shaded relief.
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Figure 2. Paths of survey flight lines and wider-spaced perpendicular tie lines with orthophoto.
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Figure 3. Analytic signal of the magnetic field grid with orthophoto. Analytic signal is the total amplitude of all directions of magnetic gradient calculated 
from the sum of the squares of the three orthogonal gradients. Mapped highs in the calculated analytic signal of the magnetic parameter locate the anoma-
lous source’s edges and corners (such as contacts, fault/shear zones, etc.). Analytic signal enhances the source edges regardless of structural dip and indepen-
dent of the direction of the induced and/or remanent magnetization.
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Figure 4. First vertical derivative of the magnetic field grid with orthophoto. The magnetic total field data were collected using a Scintrex CS3 cesium sensor 
at a sampling interval of 0.1 seconds and processed using digitally recorded data from a CGG D1344 base station magnetometer. The magnetic data were: (1) 
corrected for diurnal variations by subtraction of the base station magnetic data; (2) IGRF corrected (IGRF model 2010, updated for data of flight and altimeter 
variations); and, (3) leveled using the tie line data. The first vertical derivative grid was calculated from the processed residual magnetic intensity grid using a 
Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) base frequency domain filtering algorithm. The resulting first vertical derivative grid provides better definition and resolution of 
near-surface magnetic features and helps to identify weak magnetic features that may not be evident in the residual magnetic data.
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Figure 5. 8,200 Hz apparent resistivity grid and orthophoto. The RESOLVE EM system operates at six distinct frequencies, and measures the inphase and 
quadrature components at each frequency. Five coplanar coil pairs operate at 400, 1,800, 8,200 (shown), 40,000, and 140,000 Hz, and one coaxial coil pair 
operates at 3,300 Hz. The EM data were sampled at 0.1 second intervals. The EM system responds to bedrock conductors, conductive overburden, and man-
made cultural sources. Apparent resistivity is generated from the inphase and quadrature components for each frequency using the pseudo-layer half-space 
model.
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Figure 6. 140,000 hertz (Hz) apparent resistivity grid and orthophoto. The RESOLVE electromagnetic (EM) system operates at six distinct frequencies, and 
measures the inphase and quadrature components at each frequency. Five coplanar coil pairs operate at 400, 1,800, 8,200, 40,000, and 140,000 Hz (shown), 
and one coaxial coil pair operates at 3,300 Hz. The EM data were sampled at 0.1 second intervals. The EM system responds to bedrock conductors, conductive 
overburden, and man-made cultural sources. Apparent resistivity is generated from the inphase and quadrature components for each frequency using the 
pseudo-layer half-space model.
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Figure 7. Residual magnetic intensity grid with orthophoto. The magnetic total field data were collected using a Scintrex CS3 cesium sensor at a sampling 
interval of 0.1 seconds and processed using digitally recorded data from a CGG D1344 base station magnetometer. The magnetic data were: (1) corrected for 
diurnal variations by subtraction of the base station magnetic data; (2) IGRF corrected (IGRF model 2010, updated for data of flight and altimeter variations); 
and, (3) leveled using the tie line data.
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Figure 8. Resistivity model depth-slice grid; at ground surface (first model layer). Resistivity models are created from the recorded electromagnetic data 
through a process called inversion. Inversion programs create a resistivity model that has a data signature nearly the same as the recorded data. When this 
occurs the model is said to “fit” the data. This process is non-unique, meaning that many resistivity models could create similar data. The models presented are 
likely to (but might not) represent the real world distribution of resistivity in the subsurface. The recorded data are influenced by the subsurface on either side 
of the flight line; therefore, features in the model could be from either side of the flight line. Power lines and other infrastructure can negatively impact the 
data quality, which could result in missing data and/or cause erroneous models. Resistivity Model “workbench_sci” shown.
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Figure 9. Resistivity model depth-slice grid; 30 meters below ground surface. Resistivity models are created from the recorded electromagnetic data through 
a process called inversion. Inversion programs create a resistivity model that has a data signature nearly the same as the recorded data. When this occurs the 
model is said to “fit” the data. This process is non-unique, meaning that many resistivity models could create similar data. The models presented are likely to 
(but might not) represent the real world distribution of resistivity in the subsurface. The recorded data are influenced by the subsurface on either side of the 
flight line; therefore, features in the model could be from either side of the flight line. Power lines and other infrastructure can negatively impact the data 
quality, which could result in missing data and/or cause erroneous models. Resistivity Model “workbench_sci” shown.
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Figure 10. Resistivity model cross section. Resistivity model “em1dfm_prelim” from line 20650 shown. Resistivity models are created from the recorded elec-
tromagnetic data through a process called inversion. Inversion programs create a resistivity model that has a data signature nearly the same as the recorded 
data. When this occurs the model is said to “fit” the data. This process is non-unique, meaning that many resistivity models could create similar data. The 
models presented are likely to (but might not) represent the real world distribution of resistivity in the subsurface. The recorded data are influenced by the 
subsurface on either side of the flight line; therefore, features in the model could be from either side of the flight line. Power lines and other infrastructure can 
negatively impact the data quality, which could result in missing data and/or cause erroneous models. 
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Map Title Description

analyticsignal_contours_map  analytic signal grid (magnetic data), with township, range, and section background

analyticsignal_topo_map  analytic signal grid (magnetic data), with topography background

calculated1vd_contours_map  calculated 1st vertical derivative (magnetic data), with township, range, and section background

calculated1vd_topo_map  calculated 1st vertical derivative (magnetic data), with topography background

res400hz_contours_map  400 Hz coplanar apparent resistivity grid (electromagnetic data), with township, range, and section background

res400hz_topo_map  400 Hz coplanar apparent resistivity grid (electromagnetic data), with topography background

res1800hz_contours_map  1800 Hz coplanar apparent resistivity grid (electromagnetic data), with township, range, and section background

res1800hz_topo_map  1800 Hz coplanar apparent resistivity grid (electromagnetic data, with topography background

res3300hz_contours_map  3300 Hz coaxial apparent resistivity grid (electromagnetic data), with township, range, and section background

res3300hz_topo_map  3300 Hz coaxial apparent resistivity grid (electromagnetic data), with topography background

res8200hz_contours_map  8200 Hz coplanar apparent resistivity grid (electromagnetic data), with township, range, and section background

res8200hz_topo_map  8200 Hz coplanar apparent resistivity grid (electromagnetic data), with topography background

res40khz_contours_map  40000 Hz coplanar apparent resistivity grid (electromagnetic data), with township, range, and section background

res40khz_topo_map  40000 Hz coplanar apparent resistivity grid (electromagnetic data), with topography background

res140khz_contours_map  140000 Hz coplanar apparent resistivity grid (electromagnetic data), with township, range, and section background

res140khz_topo_map  140000 Hz coplanar apparent resistivity grid (electromagnetic data), with topography background

residualmag_contours_map  residual magnetic intensity grid (magnetic data), with township, range, and section background

residualmag_topo_map  residual magnetic intensity grid (magnetic data), with topography background

Table 1. Copies of the following maps are included at the end of this booklet. The low-resolution, page-size maps included in this booklet are 
intended to be used as a search tool and are not the final product. Large-scale, full-resolution versions of each map are available to download on 
this publication’s citation page: http://doi.org/10.14509/29682.
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